Bonfiglioli 705XT track drives with integrated axial piston motor 

The new compact track drives dedicated to construction equipment machines. 

Bonfiglioli 705XT track drives perfectly combine proven mechanical systems with ground-breaking hydraulic components, and represent the best choice for closed-loop applications and demanding construction equipment machines, such as compact track loaders (5.5 to 7.5 tons), small dozers (5.5 to 7.5 tons) or pavers (12 to 15 tons). 

Bonfiglioli 705XT is a 2-stage gearbox with a fully integrated swashplate hydraulic motor and parking brake, guaranteeing maximum efficiency and compact dimensions at the same time. The integration of all the components in an optimized way, gives the machine builder the opportunity to take advantage of 
a simplified installation, reduced overall dimensions and a cost-effective solution.

This drive unit, which provides an output torque of up to 17,000 Nm, integrates the Th68 axial piston motor designed for a continuous pressure of 450 bar, a maximum oil flow of 160 l/min and (designed with a zero displacement capability) it can go beyond the 2: 1 displacement ratio that is normally seen as 
a limiting factor.

Additional features of the 705XT drive units are the two-position hydraulic displacement control or, alternatively, an electrical proportional continuously variable displacement control and a built-in speed sensor. 

The Bonfiglioli 705XT track drive with integrated Th68 axial piston motor is an intermediate solution developed in order to offer a cost-effective solution to our customers, more suitable to their machines requirements.  The wide range of solutions, the great quality of the products as well as the advanced technology associated with Bonfiglioli team of experts make the company stand out as the ideal partner for machinery manufacturers in the construction sector. 

About Bonfiglioli
Bonfiglioli is a worldwide designer, manufacturer and distributor of a complete range of geared motors, drive systems, planetary gearboxes and inverters, which satisfy the most challenging and demanding needs in industrial automation, mobile machinery and renewable energy. Bonfiglioli serves more industries and applications than any other drive manufacturer and is a market leader in many sectors. Established in 1956, Bonfiglioli operates in 21 countries,
with 14 production facilities and over 3,600 employees worldwide. 
More information is available at www.bonfiglioli.com
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